
All Year Cooling Gears Up to Cool South
Florida Homes in the Heat of Summer 2024

All Year Cooling is South Florida's #1 Choice for Same

Day AC Service & Installation

Tommy Smith, president of All Year Cooling

Since its founding in 1973, All Year

Cooling has successfully installed and

maintained air conditioning systems for

over 350,000 satisfied customers.

CORAL SPRINGS, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, April 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Since its

founding in 1973, All Year Cooling has

successfully installed and maintained

air conditioning systems for over

350,000 satisfied customers. The

company ensures homeowners are

spared from any installation work by

providing full-service solutions, from

selection to set up. For those in South

Florida looking to install a new unit or

replace an old one, All Year Cooling

offers comprehensive support,

including free in-home estimates to

assess costs and provide advice on the

best options. Following a record-

breaking hot summer in 2023 across

the lower 48 states, forecasts for 2024

suggest little reprieve from the

sweltering heat, posing challenges

particularly in South Florida’s typically

humid and hot climate. This intensifies

the need for reliable and efficient air

conditioning solutions.

Tommy Smith, the president of All Year Cooling, remarks, "We are proud to have served the

South Florida community for over 50 years, and we want our clients to feel assured that they can

rely on us for all their cooling needs. It's essential for residents throughout Florida to maintain
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the safety and comfort of their homes. Our experienced, timely, and courteous technicians are

available to provide free estimates and same-day installation across Vero Beach, Weston, and

Homestead at our customers’ convenience. Having been raised in South Florida and living in

Weston currently, I understand the severe discomfort caused by our summers. I've seen

firsthand how reliable air conditioning can significantly enhance family comfort and well-being. It

is gratifying to know that our team at All Year Cooling is able to extend this comfort and peace of

mind to families across the region.”

For individuals uncertain about the need to replace their unit, All Year Cooling offers a dedicated

page on its website that educates on various factors that can diminish an AC's lifespan. For

instance, units that operate continuously may require replacement sooner than anticipated.

Regular maintenance performed by a reputable service provider such as All Year Cooling can

significantly impact the longevity and efficiency of an air conditioning system. Proper servicing

not only enhances system performance but also helps in averting issues that could necessitate

premature replacement, ensuring a cooler environment for homes during the hot months.

When the time comes to install a new AC system, All Year Cooling is ready to assist. They provide

free in-home quotes, dispatching professionals to assess the situation and offer tailored advice

on the best options available. This process ensures that the optimal solutions are identified

before any installation begins. Additionally, individuals can visit the company's website at

www.allyearcooling.com to browse a wide selection of systems from reputable brands such as

Daikin, Goodman, Ruud, Rheem, Trane, and more. The website also provides detailed

information on installation processes and warranty details. All Year Cooling is equipped to

handle a range of services, from installing new AC units and cleaning air ducts to setting up

humidifiers, offering comprehensive support for all cooling needs.

In an ongoing effort to support the local community and promote environmental sustainability,

All Year Cooling has recently launched a new initiative aimed at reducing energy consumption

and carbon emissions. This green initiative includes upgrading existing systems to more energy-

efficient models and incorporating renewable energy technologies in their operations. As part of

this commitment, All Year Cooling also offers specialized consultations on energy-saving

practices and rebates for customers who choose to upgrade to environmentally friendly air

conditioning units. This proactive approach not only enhances home comfort and reduces

energy bills but also supports the broader goal of making South Florida a leader in sustainable

living practices.

For more information, please visit www.allyearcooling.com.

About All Year Cooling 

Founded in 1973, All Year Cooling is a licensed and insured full-service air conditioning provider

known for its expertise in AC repair, maintenance, and installation throughout South Florida.

From Vero Beach to Homestead, the company has built a reputation for quick turnaround times

and exceptional service, understanding the critical need for efficient air conditioning in the
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region's hot climate. With over 350,000 customers served and more than 200,000 AC

installations completed, All Year Cooling has demonstrated its capacity to respond swiftly to new

orders and emergency situations.

Operating from the heart of South Florida, All Year Cooling deploys a large fleet of vehicles daily,

ensuring comprehensive coverage and timely service. Each service call includes a thorough

evaluation of the AC system, inspecting and diagnosing the unit and ventilation system without

any obligation to continue services. The company prides itself on employing only the finest

technicians, who are rigorously screened, tested, and continuously trained to stay abreast of the

latest technologies and methods in air conditioning repair. All Year Cooling's dedication to

quality service and customer satisfaction makes it a reliable choice for anyone needing air

conditioning services, ensuring homes remain cool and comfortable even in the most sweltering

conditions.
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